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The real time photodissociation dynamics of CH3I from the A band has been studied experimentally
and theoretically. Femtosecond pump-probe experiments in combination with velocity map imaging
have been carried out to measure the reaction times clocking of the different nonadiabatic
channels of this photodissociation reaction yielding ground and spin-orbit excited states of the I
fragment and vibrationless and vibrationally excited symmetric stretch and umbrella modes CH3
fragments. The measured reaction times have been rationalized by means of a wave packet
calculation on the available ab initio potential energy surfaces for the system using a reduced
dimensionality model. A 40 fs delay time has been found experimentally between the channels
yielding vibrationless CH3=0 and I2P3/2 and I*
2P1/2 that is well reproduced by the
calculations. However, the observed reduction in delay time between the I and I* channels when the
CH3 fragment appears with one or two quanta of vibrational excitation in the umbrella mode is not
well accounted for by the theoretical model. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2943198
I. INTRODUCTION
Breaking and forming of chemical bonds and energy
flow in molecules are at the very heart of chemistry. The
experimental observation of chemical transformations in real
time is the focus of femtochemistry, which utilizes ultrashort
laser pulses to diagnose the time evolution of a chemical
reaction. Two decades after the birth of this new field in
chemistry1,2 and with a wealth of accumulated information
concerning molecular dynamics3–9 even in very complex, of-
ten biologically relevant systems,3,10–14 basic questions about
the real time dynamics of simple systems still remain to be
explored. It is only via the combination of recently devel-
oped detection techniques and the full exploitation of state-
of-the-art femtosecond laser systems that we can hope to
address them.
Since the conception of femtochemistry, a large variety
of detection techniques have been employed to probe ul-
trafast reaction dynamics,2,3 including laser induced fluores-
cence, photoelectron spectroscopy, and time-of-flight mass
spectrometry, among others. Multiphoton ionization is used
in many laboratories along with time-of-flight mass spec-
trometry for two main reasons: mass resolution allows the
identification of reaction species and intermediates, and the
detection of ions is very efficient. However, three major
problems have typically hampered in the past the realization
and interpretation of femtosecond experiments in reaction
dynamics when measuring ions: 1 the numerous competing
multiphoton channels that inevitably open up under intense
femtosecond laser irradiation, including dissociative ioniza-
tion, 2 the typically low yield of the neutral channels
under study, consequence of the former, and 3 the difficul-
ties to achieve tunability with most femtosecond laser sys-
tems, which makes difficult, in general, the use of resonant
detection schemes.
Zewail and co-workers carried out femtosecond pump-
probe experiments in combination with kinetic energy time-
of-flight mass spectrometry15 using resonant multiphoton
ionization of the product fragments. In these experiments,
they were able to exploit the temporal, velocity, angular, and
state dynamics to study a large variety of uni- and bimolecu-
lar reactions in real time.4 Using this technique, the dynamics
of transition states and final products can be observed at the
same time by varying the delay time between the pump and
probe laser pulses and using only one wavelength for the
probe and resolving the kinetic energy. This approach is
similar to the anion femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy
introduced by Greenblatt et al.,16 in which a femtosecond
laser pulse is used to excite a ground-state anion to a repul-
sive excited state, and a second femtosecond laser pulse is
then used to detach the electron from the anion. When the
wave packet is mapped onto the accessible neutral surfaces,
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the evolution of the resulting different kinetic energy elec-
trons directly reflects the dissociation dynamics of the anion.
More recently, velocity map imaging17,18 used in combina-
tion with pump-probe femtosecond laser pulses has demon-
strated to be a powerful technique to study the real time
dynamics of complex systems.3,8,19–21 Femtosecond imaging
experiments include photoelectron3,22 and photoion-
photoelectron coincidence detection.3,6,7,22
Here we have studied the femtosecond photodissociation
dynamics of CH3I from the A band both experimentally and
theoretically. Experimentally, the velocity map imaging tech-
nique, which provides selectivity at the detection end, has
been combined with tunable UV femtosecond laser radiation,
which provides selectivity and resonant enhancement at the
probe end by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization
REMPI of the products. From a theoretical viewpoint,
wave packet calculations have been carried out on the avail-
able ab initio potential energy surfaces using a reduced
dimensionality model.
Methyl iodide has been taken as a prototype for photo-
dissociation studies of polyatomic molecules over the years.
This molecule presents a relatively low number of atoms and
an apparently simple dissociation process. For this reason, it
has been considered as a benchmark where experimental and
theoretical techniques have been tested for more than two
decades. There exists a vast literature on the photodissocia-
tion of CH3I that traces back to the discovery of the first
chemical laser by Kasper and Pimentel, emitting radiation at
1.3 m that corresponds to the I atom 2P3/2← 2P1/2
transition.23 For a selection of papers on the photodissocia-
tion of CH3I, see, for instance, Refs. 24–37. Most of the
studies have focused on the near UV photodissociation dy-
namics via excitation in the first absorption band A band, a
broad featureless absorption continuum 220–350 nm with
a maximum at about 260 nm. It is well known that the lowest
energy electronic excitation in CH3I corresponds to a n
→* transition, where a nonbonding p electron of iodine is
promoted to the lowest energy available antibonding molecu-
lar orbital. As a consequence of the strong spin-orbit cou-
pling the electronic configuration gives rise to five states: E,
E, A1, A2, and E for =2,1 ,0+ ,0−, and 1, respectively.38 In
Mulliken notation,39 these five states are denoted as 3Q2,
3Q1, 3Q0+, 3Q0−, and 1Q1. Only the 3Q0+ state correlates with
the CH3X˜ 2A2+I*
2P1/2 products, while the rest of the ex-
cited states correlate with CH3X˜ 2A2+I
2P3/2. Thus, a
curve crossing must exist between the 1Q1 and 3Q0+ states
and this crossing complicates the origin of the I2P3/2 frag-
ments, since, in principle, they can be produced both adia-
batically and nonadiabatically. Three of the five states as-
signed by Mulliken are accessible through dipole allowed
transitions: two weak perpendicular transitions to the 3Q1
and 1Q1 states and a strong parallel transition to the 3Q0+
state in what follows the 3Q0+ state will be denoted 3Q0.
The concerted theoretical and experimental efforts have un-
raveled that most of the absorption can be attributed to the
3Q0 state, and the I2P3/2 fragment observed in the experi-
ments is then the result of a nonadiabatic transition at the
conical intersection between the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states
see Fig. 1.
The most salient features of the photodissociation of
CH3I from the A band evidenced experimentally see Ref. 34
for a review suggest that about 90% of the available energy
appears as fragments’ kinetic energy, although a substantial
vibrational excitation on the umbrella mode 2 of CH3 has
been observed. In particular, the dissociation channel yield-
ing I2P3/2 show vibrational population inversion, in con-
trast with that in which I*2P1/2 is produced, where the most
populated vibrational state is =0. Some experiments have
also shown some vibrational excitation on the CH3 symmet-
ric stretch mode 1. Rotational excitation of the CH3 frag-
ment is also larger for the I2P3/2 channel, whereas in the
channel yielding I*2P1/2, CH3 appears rotationally colder.
Another ingredient is the observed strong rotational align-
ment of the methyl radical. In general terms, the accepted
dissociation mechanism for CH3I in the A band is that of a
direct, prompt bond breakage, in which a nonadiabatic cross-
ing between surfaces is involved.
The first theoretical studies on the photodissociation of
CH3I were based on the model of Shapiro and Bersohn.40 In
this model, the dissociation reaction happens in linear con-
figurations and the umbrella motion of the CH3 fragment is
treated as a C–X stretch mode, where X is a hypothetical
atom located in the center of mass CM of the H3. In the
first studies, empirical potential surfaces that were built to
agree with the measured absorption spectrum and vibrational
distributions of the CH3 fragment were used. Later
models41,42 used two diabatic potential surfaces and a radial
nonadiabatic coupling term to reproduce the two observed
dissociation channels. A significant advance on the theoreti-
cal understanding of the CH3I system came with the ab initio
FIG. 1. Color online Schematic graph of the relevant potential energy
curves along the C–I bond representing A-band photodissociation of CH3I.
A nuclear wave packet on the 3Q0 potential energy curve is produced by the
pump 266 nm femtosecond laser pulse. The larger part of the wave packet
evolves adiabatically along the 3Q0 surface correlating to CH3+I*2P1/2,
but a section of it leaks nonadiabatically to the 1Q1 surface correlating to
CH3+I2P3/2. The different products are probed by a time-delayed femto-
second laser pulse that induces a 2+1 REMPI process of the CH3 fragment.
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calculations by Amatatsu et al. and the construction of the
corresponding potential energy surfaces for the two states
3Q0 and 1Q1 involved in the photodissociation, first in six
dimensions43 and later in full nine dimensions.32 These po-
tential surfaces were used in classical trajectory32,43 and
wave packet calculations.31,44,45 Improved potential energy
surfaces were produced by Xie et al.35 based on contracted
spin-orbit configuration interaction calculations using a
larger basis set and more spin-free configurations, in order to
better reproduce the absorption spectrum of CH3I. These im-
proved potential surfaces were used in reduced dimensional-
ity wave packet calculations of rotational state selected CH3I
and CD3I.35 All calculations up to now have focused only on
asymptotic properties product fragment state distributions
and have compared well with the existing experimental data.
New ab initio calculations have been carried out more
recently46,47 with the main aim of improving the agreement
between the experimental and calculated absorption spec-
trum of CH3I.48
The photodissociation of CH3I was the first system to be
studied by ion imaging,26 and more recently, comprehensive
velocity map imaging experiments of the A band photodis-
sociation of CH3I have been carried out with nanosecond
lasers.33,34 It is the existence of the nonadiabatic crossing
between the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states and the possibility of probing
different vibrational states of the methyl fragment that makes
the A band photodissociation of CH3I an ideal system for
real time studies. However, experiments using femtosecond
laser pulses have been scarce and mostly concerned with
photodissociation of Rydberg states.49,50 Zhong and Zewail4
were able to clock the reaction time in the A band photodis-
sociation of CH3I by using the gated time-resolved KETOF
mass spectrometry technique. In these experiments, resonant
detection of both I2P3/2 and I*
2P1/2 fragments was carried
out and a global reaction time of 125 fs was obtained. How-
ever, these experiments did not have enough resolution to
distinguish between the two main dissociation channels
yielding I2P3/2 and I*
2P1/2 or to obtain data on channels
where the CH3 fragment appears with different degrees of
vibrational excitation.
In a previous report from our group,51 the real time mul-
tichannel photodissociation dynamics of CH3I from the A
band were studied using femtosecond pump-probe and ve-
locity map imaging techniques and resonant multiphoton
ionization of vibrationless CH3 fragments. In that work, it
was possible to clock the C–I bond rupture of CH3I from the
A band, which involves nonadiabatic dynamics yielding
ground-state I2P3/2 and spin-orbit excited I*
2P1/2 and
ground and vibrationally excited CH3 fragments. In particu-
lar, a delay of about 40 fs was found between the channels
yielding ground vibrational state CH3=0 and I2P3/2 and
I*2P1/2.
In the present work, we present an extension of the pre-
vious study, containing new results on the influence of the
fragment vibrational energy content and off-resonant mea-
surements. We initiate the reaction by a femtosecond pump
pulse at 266 nm as sketched in Fig. 1. Once the wave packet
is formed in the 3Q0 potential surface, the dynamics are
probed by a time-delayed femtosecond pulse centered at
333.5, 329.4, or 325.8 nm, which ionizes ground-state CH3
fragments by 2+1 resonance enhanced multiphoton ioniza-
tion on the Q branch of the 3pz 2A2← 2A2 000, 211, or 222
transitions, respectively. The broadband nature of the femto-
second probe pulse gives us the possibility of also probing
CH3 fragments with one quantum of vibrational excitation in
the 1 stretching mode 11
1 transition. Thus, we record the
appearance of different vibrational states of CH3 together
with I2P3/2 or I*
2P1/2. Additionally, a wave packet calcu-
lation has been performed using a pseudotriatomic model for
the system, focusing on time-resolved properties, in order to
rationalize the experimental observations. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: Secs. II and III briefly describe the experi-
mental setup and theoretical approach. Sections IV and V
present the most relevant experimental and theoretical re-
sults. In Sec. VI both experimental and theoretical results are
discussed and the paper closes in Sec. VII with the main
conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
The laser is a Spectra-Physics amplified Ti:sapphire system
delivering 80 fs, 1 mJ pulses centered at 800 nm with 1 kHz
repetition rate. The fundamental output is split into two arms
in a 80:20 beam splitter. The weaker 0.2 mJ beam is fre-
quency tripled in a third harmonic generation unit and pro-
vides the 266 nm pump beam for the experiment. The re-
maining 0.8 mJ beam is used to pump an optical parametric
amplifier OPA, where signal and idler pulses are generated
in a BBO crystal with wavelengths around 1.3 and 2 m,
respectively. The signal pulse is later frequency quadrupled
to constitute the probe beam around 325–334 nm. A
computer-controlled, motorized delay stage in the pump arm
provides controllable delay between the two pulses with
around 0.3 fs precision. Beam energies are around 1 and
3 J/pulse for the pump and probe beams, respectively. The
time duration of the pump and probe pulses is estimated to
be around 100 fs, limited by the observed cross correlation
of 200 fs. The bandwidth of both pump and probe lasers is
3 nm full width at half maximum FWHM. Independent
polarization control in each arm is provided by the use of
half-wave plates, and telescopes are used to control their
focusing geometry on target. The pump and probe laser
beams are propagated into the vacuum chamber collinearly
and focused with a 25 cm focal length lens into the interac-
tion region of the chamber. Their polarization is kept parallel
to the detector face to provide the cylindrical symmetry re-
quired for the procedure of Abel inversion of the ion images
see below.
The vacuum chamber is divided into three sections:
source, ionization, and detection. The molecular beam is
generated in the source chamber; this chamber is differen-
tially pumped from the other two. In it, a supersonic molecu-
lar pulsed beam of 10% CH3I seeded in He 1.5 bars is
formed in a 1 kHz piezoelectric home-made valve.52 During
the experiments, the CH3I sample is kept in ice to reduce the
vapor pressure and thus cluster formation. With that same
aim, the lasers are fired in the early part of the molecular
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beam pulse. The molecular beam passes through a 0.5 mm
skimmer that separates the source chamber from the ioniza-
tion chamber. Once in the ionization chamber, the molecular
beam flies between the repeller and the extractor plates of a
gridless ion lens electrode system, where it is intersected
perpendicularly by the laser beams. The ions created in the
interaction region are extracted perpendicularly towards a
60 cm time-of-flight tube at the end of which sits the detec-
tor, a dual microchannel plate MCP in Chevron configura-
tion coupled to a phosphor screen. Appropriate voltages to
the electrodes are applied so that velocity mapping
configuration17 is achieved, i.e., all ions with the same ki-
netic energy are mapped on the same point on the plane of
the detector. Optimum velocity mapping conditions were ob-
tained with Vextractor /Vrepeller=0.785 Vrepeller=5200 V. By
applying a gated voltage to the front plate of the MCP, its
gain is gated, so that a selective detection of ion masses can
be achieved. The two-dimensional 2D mass-selected ion
images on the phosphor screen are recorded with a Peltier-
cooled 12-bit CCD camera and stored in a computer. The
velocity, and thus the kinetic energy, of the ions, was cali-
brated using methyl images produced in the photodissocia-
tion of CH3I for a long time delay between the pump and
probe pulses, using the known kinetic energy release of the
CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and CH3=0+I
2P3/2 channels. In
these conditions, the kinetic energy resolution of the appara-
tus is better than 100 meV at 1 eV kinetic energy release.
The methodology in a typical experiment is as follows:
cold CH3I molecules are excited into the dissociative A band
by the 266 nm pump beam. After a varying delay in the
range of tens or hundreds of femtoseconds, the resulting neu-
tral fragments, in particular CH3, are ionized in a 2+1
REMPI process by the probe beam. Tunability of the probe
laser, to cover several vibronic transitions in CH3, is
achieved by adjusting the phase matching angle of the para-
metric BBO crystal of the optical parametric amplifier. The
ions resulting from the process are mass selected and imaged
onto the detector and accumulated for an exposure time that
could be varied in the range of 0.1–105 ms. A typical time
delay scan is a sweep of 2000–5000 fs in steps of 20–50 fs,
with the acquisition of one ion image per delay point. The
image is the result of accumulating over 10–60 s, i.e., it
corresponds to the accumulation of some tens of thousands
of laser shots. The acquisition and storage process, together
with the control of the position of the delay line, is fully
computer automatized.
The raw images are Abel inverted with the pBasex
method,53 where polar coordinates are applied for the inver-
sion. This way, the noise produced in the mathematical pro-
cedure is concentrated in the middle of the image instead of
a vertical axis, allowing a cleaner analysis of the images in
the regions of interest. Time zero, defined as the position of
temporal overlap between the pump and probe lasers on tar-
get, and also their cross-correlation function, are given by the
in situ measurement of the parent ion transient of
N ,N-diethyl aniline by 1+1 REMPI.
III. THEORETICAL MODEL
A. Model system
The methyl iodide system is represented by means of the
reduced dimensionality model of Guo.44,54 This model con-
siders the CH3I system as a CXI pseudotriatomic molecule
where the pseudoatom X X=H3 is located at the CM of the
three H atoms. In the model, three degrees of freedom rep-
resented by the R ,r , Jacobi coordinates are included,
where the dissociation coordinate R is the distance between I
and the CH3 or C-X CM, r is the C-X distance and it
represents the umbrella bend of the C–H3 group 2, and 
is the angle between the vectors associated with R and r and
it represents the X-C-I bend 6. The assumption of model-
ing the umbrella mode of the C–H3 group in CH3I as a C-X
stretch has been justified by a number of theoretical works,
including both three35,44,45,54 and two40–42,55 dynamical de-
FIG. 2. Color online Schematic representation of the experimental setup. A Ti:sapphire amplified laser system 1 mJ, 80 fs, 1 kHz is split into two arms that
provide the frequency-tripled pump beam 266 nm and the tunable probe beam 325–334 nm, output of an optical parametric amplifier, OPA. BS beam
splitter, A autocorrelator, W half-wave plate, T1 and T2 telescopes, L lens, DC dichroic mirror, DL delay line, PZV 1 kHz piezoelectric valve,
SK skimmer, ILS ion lens system, MCP microchannel plates, PS phosphor screen, and CCD charge-coupled device camera. Copropagating pump and
probe femtosecond pulses are focused in the CH3I /He molecular beam. The 3D distribution of a given fragment ion is extracted, accelerated, and projected
on an imaging detector consisting of a MCP/PS coupled to a CCD camera, where the velocity map images are recorded as a function of pump-probe delay
time.
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grees of freedom, which were successful in reproducing most
of the experimental data. The good performance of the model
relies on the fact that dissociation occurs mainly along col-
linear configurations.
In the simulations zero total angular momentum, J=0, is
assumed for the system, and then the nuclear kinetic energy
operator can be expressed as
Tˆ = −
2
2
2
R2
−
2
2m
2
r2
+  12R2 + 12ICH3 jˆ2, 1
where the reduced masses for CH3I are defined as
 =
mImC + mH3
mI + mC + mH3
, m =
mCmH3
mC + mH3
. 2
In the present model the moment of inertia ICH3 is assumed
to be only the perpendicular component of the total moment
of inertia,44,56
ICH3 = mHre
21 − cos  +
mHmC
3mH + mC
re
21 + 2 cos  , 3
being the H-C-H angle  related to r through the relationship
cos  = 1.0 − 1.51.0 −  r
re
2	 , 4
where it is assumed that the C3v symmetry is preserved for
CH3. The C-H distance re has been fixed in our simulations
to the value re=2.065 73a0 in the case of the ground elec-
tronic state of the system, and to the value re=2.052 66a0 in
the case of the 3Q0 and 1Q1 excited electronic states. The
value re=2.065 73a0 corresponds to the C-H distance in the
equilibrium geometry of the ground state of CH3I with C3v
symmetry found by ab initio calculations,32 while re
=2.052 66a0 is the C-H distance found by the same calcula-
tions for the CH3 equilibrium geometry with D3h symmetry
at very large CH3–I separations.
B. Potential energy surfaces and initial state
Photodissociation of CH3I in the A band takes place
upon excitation of the system from the X˜ 1A1 ground elec-
tronic state to the 3Q0 excited electronic state correlating
with the CH3+I*2P1/2 products, which in turn is nonadia-
batically coupled to the 1Q1 excited state correlating with
the CH3+I2P3/2 products. Thus, at least three electronic
potential energy surfaces are involved in the photolysis pro-
cess. The X˜ 1A1 ground electronic potential surface is repre-
sented as a sum of three potential interactions
VgRC-I,r, = VaRC-I + Vbr + Vc , 5
where the VaRC–I interaction in the RC–I coordinate is taken
from the CH3I 2D ground-state potential recently reported by
Alekseyev et al. and computed through multireference spin-
orbit configuration interaction ab initio calculations.47 In this
ab initio potential the C-I equilibrium distance is RC–I
=4.04a0, and the calculated values of DeCH3– I and
D0CH3– I are 2.432 and 2.26 eV, respectively, this latter
quantity deviating 
0.15 eV from the experimental value
D0CH3– I=2.410.02 eV.34 Since the RC–I coordinate
does not coincide with the Jacobi coordinate R used in the
calculations, the VaRC–I potential in Eq. 5 is transformed
to the R ,r , coordinates in order to obtain a ground poten-
tial surface VgR ,r ,.
The Vbr and Vc interactions are represented by har-
monic oscillator functions
Vbr =
1
2kbr − r0
2
, Vc =
1
2kc
2
. 6
In the case of Vbr the force constant is kb=m	b
2
, with 	b
=1254 cm−1 and r0=0.6555a0. For the Vc potential kc
=c	c
2
, with 	c=883 cm−1 and the bending reduced mass c
being given by44
1
c
=
1
mIrC-I
2 +
1
mH3rC-H3
2 +
1
mC
 1
rC-I
2 +
1
rC-H3
2 +
2
rC-IrC-H3
 ,
7
which by replacing the different distances and masses by
their proper values gives the quantity c=1767.784 amu.
Regarding the excited electronic states 3Q0, 1Q1, and the
nonadiabatic coupling between them, in the simulations we
have used the ab initio surfaces calculated by Xie et al.,35
which are an improved version of the previous nine-
dimensional surfaces of Amatatsu et al.32 The surfaces and
nonadiabatic couplings of Refs. 35 and 32 have the same
functional form, only differing in the value of some of the
parameters used to fit the ab initio points. Since the surfaces
and couplings between them have been described in detail in
Ref. 32, in the following we shall use the notation of that
work when we refer to them. Specifically, we have used the
diabatic potential surfaces V1 and V3 in the notation of Ref.
32, which correspond to the 1Q1A and 3Q0A electronic
states, respectively, nonadiabatically coupled by the V13 cou-
pling. The three surfaces V1, V3, and V13 are nine-
dimensional ones, and in order to reduce their dimensional-
ity, six out of the nine coordinates have been fixed at their
equilibrium values. To this purpose the three C-H distances
are fixed to the value r1=r2=r3=2.052 66a0. In addition, the
angle 
 between the plane containing the I-C bond and the
plane containing one of the C-H bonds is fixed to 0°, and the
three  angles one of which is redundant between the two
planes containing C-H bonds are fixed to 1=2=3=120°
see Fig. 1 of Ref. 32. The resulting three-dimensional 3D
surfaces are transformed to the R ,r , Jacobi coordinates
employed in the simulations.
The initial state of CH3I is calculated variationally on
the ground electronic potential surface VgR ,r , by solving
the Schrödinger equation
Tˆ + VgR,r,R,r, = ER,r, , 8
where Tˆ is expressed as in Eq. 1. A rigorous variational
solution of Eq. 8 involves diagonalization of an extremely
large Hamiltonian matrix, which becomes impractical. Thus,
in order to make the problem tractable an adiabatic approxi-
mation was applied. In a first step the Schrödinger equation
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− 22m 2r2 +  12R2 + 12ICH3 jˆ2 + VgR,r,	R;r,
= RR;r, 9
is solved for fixed values of the R coordinate in a uniform
grid of 401 equidistant points in the range 3.5a0R
16.0313a0 with a step R=0.0313a0. Solution of Eq. 9
for each fixed R distance is obtained by representing the
Hamiltonian matrix in a basis set in the r and  coordinates
and diagonalizing. The Fourier grid Hamiltonian FGH
method57 was used to represent the radial coordinate r in a
grid of 33 equidistant points in the range −1.6a0r
1.703a0, while a basis of 24 Legendre polynomials was
used to represent the angular coordinate .
After solving Eq. 9 the functions R ;r , and R
are obtained. Now, using R as a potential energy function
we solve the equation
− 22 2R2 + R	R = ER , 10
using again the FGH method. The initial state of CH3I is the
ground vibrational state of the system obtained as outlined
above, which is represented as
R,r, = RRe;r, , 11
where Re is the R equilibrium distance in the ground elec-
tronic potential surface. The energy associated with this ini-
tial state is E=−18 736.44 cm−1, relative to the asymptote of
the ground potential surface which is located at the zero of
energy.
C. Wave packet simulations
In the simulations it is assumed that CH3I is excited
from the X˜ 1A1 state only to the
3Q0 excited electronic state.
The electric-dipole moment function geRC–I for this par-
allel 3Q0←X˜ 1A1 transition has been taken from the recent
ab initio calculations of Alekseyev et al.48 This ab initio
function was calculated in the range RC–I= 3.8–4.75a0,
where it has the form of a nearly straight line, reaching the
value 
1 D around RC–I=4.75a0. Thus we have fitted a
straight line geRC–I=aRC–I−b to the ab initio values, with
a=0.59 and b=1.92, in the RC–I range where geRC–I
1 D, and this function is transformed to the R ,r , Jacobi
coordinates. For larger distances of the Jacobi R coordinate
the transition moment function 1 / 1+exp2R−9.8 sug-
gested by Shapiro41 has been used.
The time-dependent pump-probe experiments to be
simulated use laser pulses of finite time duration, in the fem-
tosecond regime. This aspect has been taken into account in
the simulations by modeling the 3Q0←X˜ 1A1 excitation of
CH3I by means of a pump laser pulse which is assumed to
have a Gaussian profile
At = Ae−t − t0
2/22
, 12
where A=0.001, t0=0 fs, and =42.5 fs. This pulse extends
over a temporal range of 300 fs from t=−150 to t=150 fs
and has a FWHM of 100 fs, which is approximately the
width estimated for the pump laser pulses produced in the
experiments. By pumping the system initial state with such a
pulse, a wave train is created in the 3Q0 excited state along
time which will evolve towards dissociation.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following we shall de-
note the three electronic states X˜ 1A1,
3Q0, and 1Q1 involved
in the photodissociation process by 0, 1, and 2, respec-
tively, and correspondingly, their associated potential sur-
faces by Vˆ 0, Vˆ 1, and Vˆ 2. The nonadiabatic coupling between
the excited states 1 and 2 will be denoted by Vˆ 12. The
states 0 and 1 are radiatively coupled by the transition
dipole moment and the radiation electric field through the
coupling 01Et, where 01 is the 3Q0←X˜ 1A1 transition
moment function described above, and the linearly polar-
ized electric field has the form Et=Atcos 	0t. The fre-
quency 	0 is the photon frequency of the incident radiation,
which in our case corresponds to the wavelength 
=266 nm.
The wave packet can be expressed as
R,r,,Q,t = 0R,r,,t0 + 1R,r,,t1
+ 2R,r,,t2 , 13
with Q denoting the electronic coordinates. The time evolu-
tion of the amplitudes 0, 1, and 2 on the three electronic
potential-energy surfaces is governed by the following time-
dependent coupled equations:
i
0
t
= Hˆ 00 − 01Atcos 	0t1,
i
1
t
= Hˆ 11 − 10Atcos 	0t0 + Vˆ 122,
i
2
t
= Hˆ 22 + Vˆ 211, 14
where Hˆ i=Tˆ i+Vˆ i Tˆ i being expressed as in Eq. 1, 10
=01, and Vˆ 21=Vˆ 12. Solution of Eq. 14 is subject to the
initial condition 0R ,r , , t=0=R ,r ,, 1R ,r , , t=0
=2R ,r , , t=0=0.
In order to solve Eq. 14 the wave packet is represented
in a basis set consisting of a two-dimensional rectangular
grid for the radial coordinates and an angular basis including
24 Legendre polynomials for the  coordinate. The rectangu-
lar grid consists of 400 equidistant points in the R coordinate
in the range 3.5a0R16.0a0 and 32 equidistant points in
the r coordinate distributed in the range −1.6a0r1.6a0.
The wave packet is propagated using the Chebychev polyno-
mial expansion method58 to express the evolution operator.
Propagation was carried out for 450 fs with a time step t
=0.1 fs. The wave packet is absorbed at the edge of the grid
in the R coordinate after each propagation time step by mul-
tiplying each i packet by the function exp−R−Rabs2,
with =0.9a0
−2 and Rabs=13.0a0.
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D. Calculation of observable magnitudes
Dissociation of CH3I occurs through two fragmentation
channels, namely, CH3+I* and CH3+I, where the CH3 frag-
ment is produced with a distribution of internal states. Analy-
sis of the population of such internal states provides valuable
information on the CH3I photodissociation process, and it
has been the main goal of the simulations. In our theoretical
model CH3 is treated as a C-X pseudodiatomic molecule,
which implies that only two internal degrees of freedom are
considered, namely, the C-X stretch vibration which ap-
proximates the CH3 umbrella mode and the C-X rotation.
The eigenstates associated with these internal modes
of the C-X fragment are represented by the product

jrPjcos , where Pjcos  is a normalized Legendre
polynomial and 
jr are the solutions of the equation
− 22m 2r2 + jj + 122ICH3 + VCH3r	jr = E,jjr ,
15
where VCH3r is the CH3 or C-X interaction potential at
very large separation from the I atom,32 and E,j are the
energies associated with the eigenstates.
Population of the CH3 internal states is computed as a
function of time by projecting out the wave packet onto the
corresponding states. These populations are obtained by
means of the method of Balint-Kurti et al.,59,60
P,j
i E,t = C0k,j
i 
0
t

jr
Pjcos iRc,r,,teiEt/dt2, 16
where C is a constant factor, 0=	0 /2 is the incident pho-
ton frequency corresponding to =266 nm, i=1,2, Rc is a
suitably large distance of the dissociation coordinate R, E is
the total energy of the system reached with =266 nm radia-
tion, E=Ei+	0 Ei being the energy of the CH3I initial
state, and k,j
i is given by
k,j
i
= 2mE − i1 − E,j1/2, 17
 being the spin-orbit splitting between the two electronic
states of I and i1 the Kronecker delta. The population in
each vibrational state of the CH3 umbrella mode can be cal-
culated as
P
iE,t = 
j
P,j
i E,t . 18
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have divided the experimental results in three sec-
tions. The first two sections will show resonant multiphoton
ionization of the methyl fragment formed upon A-band pho-
todissociation of CH3I at 266 nm, the first concentrating on
the formation of vibrationless methyl and the second, on um-
brella mode excited methyl. We will show how the measure-
ments also show stretch mode excited methyl. The third sec-
tion will briefly present results obtained upon detuning the
probe laser from resonance.
A. Results on vibrationless CH3„=0…
In this and the next section, we present results on reso-
nant multiphoton ionization of the methyl fragment resulting
from the A-band photodissociation of CH3I at 266 nm. Fig-
ure 3 shows a series of six Abel-inverted images correspond-
ing to the CH3
+ fragment measured for different pump-probe
delay times for a probe laser wavelength centered at
333.5 nm Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 000 transition for
a two-photon process. The first image, taken at −300 fs,
corresponds to the situation where the probe beam precedes
the pump temporally. It shows a nonstructured contribution
in the center of the image i.e., low kinetic energy, which
we attribute to a combination of multiphoton ionization pro-
cesses induced by the pump and probe pulses. Later images
witness the appearance of rings—channels with a well-
defined kinetic energy—that are clearest for the later delay
times. For a time delay of 1000 fs, we can consider that the
dissociation process has taken place fully before the probe
beam arrives, a situation that will be labeled as “asymptotic.”
Three rings can be observed in the images. The inner stron-
ger and outer rings correspond to vibrationless CH3=0
formed in correlation with I*2P1/2 and I
2P3/2, respec-
tively. A third, weaker ring, can be seen between the two
main ones. We have assigned this middle ring to CH3 with
one quantum in the 1 symmetric stretch mode, in correlation
with I2P3/2, as derived from the kinetic energy of the chan-
nel. CH31=1 is visible in this experiment, contrarily to
nanosecond experiments, because the Q branch of the
3pz2A2← 2A2 111 transition is shifted only 0.4 nm to the
red of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 000 transition; that is, well within
the bandwidth of the femtosecond probe laser centered at
333.5 nm. Methyl activity in the 1 mode had been observed
before,34 mainly—but not solely—in correlation with the I
channel, but its detection could not be simultaneous with the
Q branch of the 000 transition, since that work was performed
with narrow bandwidth, nanosecond lasers.
From angular integration of the images, the CM kinetic
energy distributions of CH3 can be extracted for the different
pump-probe delay times. The results are shown in Fig. 4,
where the three narrow peaks in the distributions correspond
to the three resonant processes described above. The sharp-
ness of the peaks is reduced due to the rotational envelope of
the probed rotational distribution, with possibly some small
contribution coming from vibrationally excited CH3I mol-
ecules. The peak corresponding to the CH3=0+I2P3/2
channel has been observed to be systematically broader than
that corresponding to the CH3=0+I*2P1/2 peak. This
can be attributed to a markedly different degree of rotational
excitation for the two channels see below. Through integra-
tion over each peak in the kinetic energy distribution curves,
the branching ratio between the I and I* channels I / I* in
correlation with vibrationless methyl can also be calculated.
This ratio has been found to decrease as a function of time
from an initial measurable value of 0.160.01 at 
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=160 fs to an asymptotic value of 0.110.02, reflecting the
different appearance times of the two channels. The
asymptotic value for the ratio is in reasonable agreement
with previous data in the literature 0.08 in Ref. 27, 0.064 in
Ref. 33, and 0.12 in Refs. 29 and 30.
Radial integration of the images across the radii corre-
sponding to each of the rings yields angular distribu-
tions for each channel. For one-photon transitions, we
expect an angular dependence of the form I=  /41
+P2cos ,
61
where  is the total absorption cross section,
 is the angle between the polarization axis of the photolysis
laser and the fragment velocity vector,  is the anisotropy
parameter, and P2cos  is the second Legendre polynomial.
From least-squares fits to this function, asymptotic values
i.e., for a long pump-probe delay time obtained for the 
parameter are 1.890.05, 1.690.05, and 1.840.08 for
the CH3=0+I*2P1/2, CH3=0+I
2P3/2, and CH31
=1+I2P3/2 channels, respectively. This is in good agree-
ment with previous values reported in the literature.
For example, Loo et al.27 give I*=1.80.1 and I
=1.70.1. No significant changes in the anisotropy param-
eter are observed as a function of time well in the asymptotic
region. These  values could be affected by fragment align-
ment effects, but those are very weak for the CH3 00
0 Q
branch,34 as is reflected in our data only slight differences
can be observed in the images when comparing a horizon-
tally versus a vertically polarized probe beam. Note that the
images corresponding to a probe beam that is vertically po-
larized, i.e., perpendicular to the pump beam, are not Abel
invertible, since they lack the required cylindrical symme-
try.
In order to determine the reaction times of the different
channels, integration of each of the resonant peaks in the
kinetic energy distribution is performed at each time delay.
Figure 5 shows the results obtained for the three channels
under study. All channels show a rise that could be ad-
equately fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoidal curve of the form
S 1+expt− t0 / tC−1, which is characterized by a center
temporal position t0 i.e., delay time for which the intensity
has reached half its asymptotic value and a rise time con-
stant tC, which describes the steepness of the rise. Rise con-
FIG. 3. Color online Abel inverted CH3+ images obtained upon CH3I excitation at 266 nm and CH32+1 REMPI at 333.5 nm Q branch of the 3pz2A2
← 2A2 000 transition, as a function of pump-probe delay time. The central structure is due to multiphoton ionization processes that are produced by each of
the laser pulses separately. Three well-defined rings appear in the image for positive delay times. The inner and outer rings correspond to vibrationless
CH3=0 formed in correlation with spin-orbit excited I*2P1/2 and ground-state I2P3/2 fragments, respectively. The middle ring corresponds to the channel
yielding symmetric stretch mode excited CH31=1 in correlation with the I2P3/2 fragments.
FIG. 4. Color online Center-of-mass kinetic energy distributions of CH3
upon 266 nm photodissociation of CH3I and a 2+1 REMPI process of me-
thyl at 333.5 nm, which excites the vibrational components 000 and 111 of the
3pz2A2← 2A2 Rydberg transition. The peaks correspond to the three rings
in Fig. 3. Vibrationless methyl is visible, formed in correlation with ground
I2P3/2 and spin-orbit excited I*2P1/2 fragments. Methyl with one quan-
tum in the symmetric stretch mode 1=1 formed in correlation with
I2P3/2 is also measurable as an intermediate, weaker peak in the distribu-
tions. The results are shown as a function of the pump-probe delay time.
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stants have been found to be systematically longer for the
CH3=0+I*2P1/2 channel tC*=7513 fs than for the
CH3=0+I2P3/2 channel tC=647 fs. Poorer signal-
to-noise ratio for the CH31=1+I2P3/2 channel makes the
determination of its time constant more uncertain
tC
1=1=7322 fs.
The main result that can be obtained from this work is
the temporal delay in the reactions corresponding to each
channel. We will define differences in reaction times between
the channels as differences in the center temporal position
for their rise curves. They were measured in series of sepa-
rate experiments and the error bars given correspond to the
standard deviation of the set of measurements. As is shown
in the figure, the CH3=0+I*2P1/2 channel is delayed by
406 fs with respect to the fastest channel, CH3=0
+I2P3/2. Also, the channel corresponding to symmetric
stretch mode excited methyl, CH31=1+I2P3/2, shows a
delay of 9515 fs with respect to its vibrationless counter-
part CH3=0+I2P3/2. The results of this experiment are
summarized in Table I.
Absolute determination of reaction delay times with re-
spect to pump-probe laser temporal overlap zero of time
has been done by an in situ measurement of a 1+1 REMPI
signal of the molecule N ,N-diethylaniline.4 The absence of
dynamics for this process guarantees that the rise of this
signal corresponds to the convolution of a step function at a
time defined as the zero of time with the pump-probe cross
correlation. Absolute delay time measurements, however, are
subject to a greater uncertainty due to the need of using an
external reference in an independent experiment. The value
thus obtained for the delay time of the main CH3=0
+I*2P1/2 channel with respect to the zero of time is
clocking=8020 fs see Table I. This value differs slightly
with respect to that reported in Ref. 51 12030 fs. How-
ever, in this case many more experiments have been carried
out in order to get better statistics and we consider the
present result more accurate.
B. Results on umbrella mode excited CH3„2=1,2…
The appearance of umbrella mode excited methyl was
explored by tuning the probe laser to the 21
1 and 22
2 bands of
the 3pz2A2← 2A2 transition, via a 2+1 REMPI process at
329.4 and 325.8 nm, respectively.
A sequence of six Abel-inverted images corresponding
to the CH3
+ fragment measured for different pump-probe de-
lay times for a probe laser wavelength centered at 329.4 nm
Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 211 transition for a two-
FIG. 5. Color online CH3 transients corresponding to the three dissocia-
tion channels observed upon 2+1 REMPI at 333.5 nm. a CH3=0
+I*2P1/2. b CH3=0+I2P3/2. This gives a measurement of the mag-
nitude of the acceleration of the wave packet motion in the 1Q1 surface
compared to the 3Q0 surface. c CH31=1+I2P3/2. Note the long delay
95 fs between the channels producing vibrationless and symmetric stretch
excited CH3 in correlation with I2P3/2 fragments see text. d The
N ,N-diethylaniline parent ion transient measured in situ by 1+1 REMPI
sets the time zero for our clock.
TABLE I. Appearance times i, rise times tC, I / I* branching ratios, and asymptotic anisotropy parameters , for
the different channels of the A-band photodissociation of CH3I observed in this study. Errors are standard
deviations of values obtained in typically ten independent experiments.
probe=333.5 nm probe=329.4 nm probe=325.8 nm
CH3I+h→ CH3=0+I*2P1/2 1 CH32=1+I*2P1/2 1 CH32=2+I*2P1/2 1
CH3=0+I2P3/2 2 CH32=1+I2P3/2 2 CH32=2+I2P3/2 2
CH31=1+I2P3/2 3 CH31=1 ,2=1+I2P3/2 3
1 fs 8020 ¯ ¯
1−2 fs 406 1210 −2817
3−2 fs 9515 ¯ ¯
tC1 fs 7513 667 7416
tC2 fs 647 509 646
tC3 fs 7322 ¯ ¯
I / I* ratio 0.110.02 0.450.08 1.480.21
1 1.890.05 1.970.02 1.780.03
2 1.690.05 1.970.07 1.650.03
3 1.840.08 ¯ ¯
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photon process can be found in Ref. 62. Similarly to the
image sequence for the 00
0 band presented above, a structure-
less background can be seen in the center of the images,
corresponding to MPI processes induced by the pump and
probe lasers. Again, for sufficiently long pump-probe delay
times, three rings appear in the image. The inner and outer
rings can be unambiguously assigned to the CH32=1
+I*2P1/2 and CH32=1+I
2P3/2 channels. There is an
intermediate, much weaker ring, which had not been re-
ported in the literature previously, and that can be assigned to
the CH31=1 ,2=1+I2P3/2 channel. This assignment is
consistent with the available kinetic energy measured from
the methyl image. Additionally, the 3pz2A2← 2A2 111211
combination band transition is shifted only by 0.4 nm to the
red of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 211 transition, that is, well within
the bandwidth of the femtosecond probe laser centered at
329.4 nm. Therefore, we believe that this ring corresponds to
the formation of methyl excited both in its umbrella and its
symmetric stretch modes. Li an Hwang37 considered the
presence of combination 12 bands in their report of CD3I
photodissociation at 266 nm, and in an unpublished high res-
olution time-of-flight study by Zhu et al.,63 considerable
1=1, all 2 states excitation was observed.
An equivalent temporal sequence of Abel inverted CH3
+
images where the probe laser has been tuned to 325.8 nm,
i.e. the Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 222 transition for a
two-photon process is provided in Ref. 62. These images
show two rings of similar intensities, contrarily to the previ-
ous cases, and no evidence for an intermediate combination
band ring is present. The inner and outer rings are unambigu-
ously assigned to the CH32=2+I*2P1/2 and
CH32=2+I2P3/2 channels, respectively.
Center-of-mass kinetic energy distributions for the um-
brella mode excited methyl fragment are shown in Fig. 6.
For the probe laser tuned at 329.4 nm Q branch of the
3pz2A2← 2A2 211 transition, shown in Fig. 6a, the three
channels described above can be seen clearly. As had been
described previously,27 the I / I* branching ratio significantly
varies for this channel from its vibrationless counterpart,
with an asymptotic value of 0.450.08. As was the case for
the 00
0 band, a decrease in the apparent ratio is observed as a
function of time, which is related with the difference in re-
action times of the two channels highest observable value
was 0.530.02, for a delay time of −40 fs. The asymptotic
FIG. 6. Color online Center-of-mass kinetic energy
distributions of CH3 fragments upon 266 nm photodis-
sociation of CH3I followed by a 2+1 REMPI process
of methyl at 329.5 nm, aimed at the excitation of the a
21
1 and b 222 vibrational components of the 3pz2A2
← 2A2 Rydberg transition. The two strongest peaks
correspond to the two clearly visible rings in the im-
ages, where methyl with one quantum in its umbrella
mode–CH32=1–is observed in correlation with spin-
orbit excited inner ring and ground-state outer ring
iodine. An additional intermediate ring is also clearly
visible in the 211 case, which can be attributed to methyl
excited in both its symmetric stretch and umbrella
modes–CH31=1 ,2=1. This transition should there-
fore correspond to the 111211 vibrational component of
the same transition to the 3pz Rydberg state. The results
are shown as a function of the pump-probe delay time.
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value for the ratio is somewhat larger than previously re-
ported data 0.30 in Ref. 27, 0.20 in Ref. 33, and 0.37 in Ref.
29.
The analogous experiment performed with a probe laser
center wavelength of 325.8 nm Q branch of the 3pz2A2
← 2A2 222 transition yields the kinetic energy distributions
shown in Fig. 6b, where no detectable intermediate peak
appears. The asymptotic branching ratio for the I / I* channels
has been found to be 1.480.21, again larger than previous
measurements by other authors 1.1 in Ref. 27 and 0.96 in
Ref. 33. In this case, as will be shown below, the reaction
time of the I* channel has been found to be shorter than that
of the I channel. Therefore, the apparent I / I* ratio increases
as a function of time, contrarily to the 00
0 and 21
1 bands. The
lowest measured value for the ratio is 0.80.1, at a delay
time of −6 fs.
Asymptotic anisotropy parameters  are 1.970.02 for
both the I and I* channels in correlation with CH32=1 and
1.780.03 and 1.650.03 for the corresponding channels
in correlation with CH32=2. These  parameters do not
differ too much from those obtained for the I and I* channels
in correlation with CH3=0 see Table I.
Integration of the peaks in the kinetic energy distribu-
tions yields the transient signal curves for each channel, from
which reaction times can be extracted. These results are
shown in Fig. 7, where results for probe=329.4 nm and
probe=325.8 nm are presented. In this case, no in situ mea-
surement of time zero was made, and as a consequence, only
relative timings between channels can be shown. Note how
the delay between the CH32=1+I2P3/2 and CH32
=1+I*2P1/2 channels 1210 fs is significantly reduced
compared to its vibrationless counterpart, to the point that,
for even higher umbrella mode methyl excitation 2=2, the
I and I* channels appear interchanged in time, the I* preced-
ing the I channel by 2817 fs. Low signal-to-noise ratio
precluded the measurement of the delay time corresponding
to the peak ascribed to the CH31=1 ,2=1+I2P3/2 chan-
nel at 329.4 nm excitation.
Table I summarizes the complete set of measurements
performed for the timing of the different channels in the
266 nm CH3I photodissociation. Analysis of the rise curves
along the same lines as was described for the previous sec-
tion fits with a Boltzmann sigmoidal curve of the form S
 1+expt− t0 / tC−1 will give us values for the center
temporal position t0 i.e., delay time for which the intensity
has reached half its asymptotic value and the rise time con-
stant tC, related to the steepness of the rise. Rise constants for
the 21
1 band were found to be shorter than for the 00
0 case,
and, once again, they are systematically longer for the
CH32=1+I*2P1/2 channel tC*=667 fs than for the
CH32=1+I2P3/2 channel tC=509 fs. The same be-
havior is seen for 22
2
, where we obtain tC*=7416 fs for the
CH32=2+I*2P1/2 channel and tC=646 fs for the
CH32=2+I2P3/2 channel.
Figure 8 contains the asymptotic center-of-mass CH3 ki-
netic energy distributions obtained at all three probe wave-
lengths used in this study 333.5, 329.4, and 325.8 nm, to-
gether with the assignments made for all channels. Note that
the curves have been normalized to fractional vibrational
populations as reported in Ref. 34.
C. Off-resonance measurements
In the previous sections, we have presented results cor-
responding to 2+1 resonant multiphoton ionization of the
methyl fragment resulting from CH3I photodissociation. This
method is sensitive to the arrival of the dissociating wave
packet to the asymptotic part of the potential energy surface,
where resonant absorption occurs, which is why it was used
for clocking or “timing” the different reaction channels under
observation. However, as was shown in Ref. 64, tuning the
probe laser away from the asymptotic resonance can be used
to detect transient species. For small detunings, the process
can be thought of as that of probing a fragment that is not yet
isolated, so that its energy levels are still perturbed by the
proximity of the cofragment. For a probe laser that is slightly
FIG. 7. Color online Top CH3 transients corresponding to the dissocia-
tion channels observed upon 2+1 REMPI at 329.4 nm. i CH32=1
+I*2P1/2. ii CH32=1+I2P3/2. Bottom CH3 transients correspond-
ing to the two dissociation channels observed upon 2+1 REMPI at
323.8 nm. i CH32=2+I*2P1/2. ii CH32=2+I2P3/2. The dashed
vertical line indicated with an asterisk represents the zero of time that has
been set arbitrarily in both cases to have a time of appearance of the I*
channel of 80 fs, which is the clocking time found for the CH3=0+I*
channel see Fig. 5.
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detuned from the resonance of the isolated fragment but in
resonance with such a “perturbed” fragment, a fast compo-
nent is expected as the time delay between the pump and
probe lasers is varied, with a maximum corresponding to the
time delay corresponding to the resonance of the transient
species.
In this work, we have attempted to observe the transient
species in CH3I photodissociation by detuning the probe la-
ser away from the Q branch of the 3pz2A2← 2A2 000 tran-
sition at 333.5 nm. Given the spectral proximity of the strong
21
1 transition 329.4 nm and the bandwidth of the femtosec-
ond laser 3 nm, detuning to the blue of the 00
0 transition
was not possible without observing contamination from the
21
1 band. Therefore, only detuning to the red was performed,
in steps of 0.5 nm from 333.5 to 336.5 nm. Transient behav-
ior for both the CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and the CH3=0
+I2P3/2 channels with the shape of that shown in Fig. 5 was
observed in all cases, with decreasing signal intensity as the
detuning was larger, but with the absence of a transient, fast
component.
It is essential to note that the potential energy surface
corresponding to the CH3=0+I2P3/2 channel is purely
dissociative, whereas that corresponding to the CH3=0
+I*2P1/2 channel presents a shallow well.
32 This means
that, as we move from the asymptote towards the bound
region, the potential in the CH3=0+I2P3/2 channel in-
creases monotonously while that of the CH3=0
+I*2P1/2 channel experiences an initial decrease. As we
detune the probe laser from resonance towards the red, we
should only expect a transient fast component for the
CH3=0+I2P3/2 channel, while the CH3=0
+I*2P1/2 channel should only show a decrease in intensity
but a conservation of the overall transient shape, as was ob-
served in the experiment. Thus, the question remains as to
the absence of a fast component in the CH3=0+I2P3/2
channel as the detuning to the red is performed. In order to
clarify the origin of this behavior, a classical model was used
see below in the Discussion section. The result of the simu-
lation indicated that the transient feature would have a tem-
poral width of around 10 fs, and would be lost upon convo-
lution with the temporal width of our probe laser, estimated
in around 100 fs. The result of the application of the classical
model together with a convolution with a Gaussian probe
pulse with a realistic temporal width provided transient
shapes compatible with those observed in the experiment in
all cases.
V. THEORETICAL RESULTS
A. Time-dependent magnitudes
The time evolution of the wave packet in the dissocia-
tion coordinate R on the potential surfaces of the 3Q0 and
1Q1 excited electronic states is shown in Fig. 9. The continu-
ously pumping laser pulse creates a wave packet with in-
creasing amplitude in the Franck–Condon region 3.9a0R
4.2a0 of the 3Q0 potential surface. A fraction of the wave
packet excited to the 3Q0 surface undergoes a nonadiabatic
transition to the 1Q1 electronic state. At relatively short times
t50 fs the simulation starts at tin=−150 fs most of the
wave packet amplitude locates at short distances, where the
packets are born on the two potential surfaces.
As time proceeds, the wave packet amplitude originated
on both electronic surfaces moves toward the asymptotic re-
gion, giving rise to dissociation. Although the excitation
pulse is pumping the initial wave packet in the Franck–
FIG. 8. Color online Asymptotic center-of-mass CH3 kinetic energy dis-
tributions obtained at all three probe wavelengths used in this study 333.5,
329.4, and 325.8 nm, together with the assignments made for all channels.
Note that the curves have been normalized to fractional vibrational popula-
tions as reported in Ref. 34.
FIG. 9. Color online Wave packet distributions in the R coordinate at
different times in the 3Q0 upper panel and 1Q1 lower panel electronic
states. Some of the distributions have been multiplied by a factor 10 or 30.
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Condon region from t=−150 to t=150 fs, the wave packet
amplitude at large distances becomes dominant for times t
50. The wave packet is absorbed in the region R13.0a0,
and at t
200 fs all the wave packet has been absorbed in
practice. The wave packet develops some small undulations,
more conspicuous in the amplitude undergoing a nonadia-
batic transition the I channel and in the interaction region.
Such undulations are probably the result of interference be-
tween wave packet amplitude populating different internal
states of the CH3 group along the dissociation process.
Analysis of the time evolution of the population in the
vibrational states of the CH3 umbrella mode provides some
insight on how the CH3I dissociation takes place in what
follows we will refer to  as the vibrational quantum number
of the umbrella mode of the CH3 fragment within the
pseudotriatomic model employed to describe the CH3I sys-
tem; thus, =1,2 would be equivalent to 2=1 ,2. Such evo-
lution is displayed in Fig. 10 for the two dissociation chan-
nels. The population curves show a remarkably oscillating
behavior until nearly t=−30 fs, and then they gradually sta-
bilize at their final asymptotic values. A similar behavior of
the time-dependent vibrational populations of the product
fragment has been found in the vibrational predissociation of
van der waals clusters such as Cl2–He2.65 The oscillations in
the curves of Fig. 10 indicate rapid transfer of population
between the CH3 vibrational states populated in each disso-
ciation channel. In this sense we note that superimposed on
some of the bigger oscillations there appears a set of smaller,
faster oscillations like those displayed in all the population
curves of the I* channel in the range between t
−100 and
t
−70 fs. The exchange of vibrational population found in
the curves reveals a strong coupling between the vibrational
states of CH3 in the CH3–I interaction region.
One of the central quantities measured experimentally is
the time-dependent transient signal of appearance of CH3
+I*I products. Transient curves P
iE , t associated with
CH3I dissociation into CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and CH3=0
+I2P3/2 for 266 nm excitation have been calculated fixing
Rc=11.0a0 in Eq. 16, and they are shown in Fig. 11a. We
consider that at this value of Rc the interaction between the
two fragments is negligible. The time associated with half
the asymptotic value of each calculated transient curve gives
the theoretical dissociation reaction time or appearance time
 corresponding to each dissociation channel. The appear-
ance times obtained from the transients of Fig. 11a are 1
=110.6 and 2=96.1 fs for the I* and I channels, respec-
tively. The calculated absolute appearance time 1 is in
agreement with the appearance time 1=8020 fs found ex-
perimentally for dissociation into CH3=0+I*2P1/2 at
266 nm. However, the relative appearance time obtained
from the simulation, 1−2=14.5 fs, appears to be too short
in comparison to the experimental relative appearance time
for these dissociation channels, 1−2=406 fs.
FIG. 10. Color online Time evolution of the population P
iE , t in the
five lowest vibrational states of the umbrella mode of the CH3 group
during dissociation through the I* upper panel and the I channels lower
panel. The sum of the vibrational populations in each i dissociation channel
is normalized to unity. The Rc=12.99a0 value was used in Eq. 16 to cal-
culate the P
iE , t populations shown.
FIG. 11. Color online Calculated CH3 transients for dissociation of CH3I
into CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and CH3=0+I2P3/2. a The transients are
computed by fixing Rc=11.0a0 in Eq. 16. b Each transient shown is an
average of several transient curves calculated for different values of Rc in
Eq. 16 see the text for details. In both panels the I channel transient has
been rescaled in order to match the same height as the I* channel transient
for long times.
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The discrepancy between the experimental and the the-
oretical relative appearance times seems to be very large as
to be attributed mainly to the quality of the ab initio potential
energy surfaces used in the simulations for the 3Q0 and 1Q1
electronic states. There are two additional and probably more
important sources for discrepancy in the simulations in com-
parison with the experiment. One of them is obviously the
limitations of the three-dimensional model employed to de-
scribe the nine-dimensional CH3I system. The other possible
source of discrepancy is related to the fact that some of the
experimental conditions are not realistically considered in
the simulation. Since increasing the dimensionality of the
model becomes extremely costly, it is on the second source
where we can focus in order to improve the quality of our
model when compared with experiment.
One of the differences in the conditions of the experi-
ment and the simulation is that the experiment uses a probe
laser pulse to excite the fragments in order to detect them,
and this probe laser pulse is not considered in the simulation.
It is estimated that the spectral energy dispersion of the ex-
perimental probe pulse has a half width at half maximum
HWHM of 
129 cm−1 which corresponds to a FWHM of
2.890.13 nm as determined experimentally. This estab-
lishes an energy window for the experimental detection of
the fragments. In other words, it means that the experiment
detects CH3 and I*I fragments which are not yet com-
pletely separated, and which still interact to some extent with
an interaction potential energy within the range covered by
half the spectral energy dispersion of the probe pulse.64
By assuming a Gaussian shape for the probe pulse, the
maximum of the energy dispersion distribution of the pulse
would correspond to the asymptote of the interaction poten-
tial between CH3 and I*I, where the interaction energy of
the fragments is nearly zero. The transients of Fig. 11a,
calculated for the large distance Rc=11.0a0, would essen-
tially correspond to the transients detected experimentally
near the maximum of the energy dispersion distribution of
the probe pulse. However, the experiment detects other tran-
sients within the energy window of the dispersion distribu-
tion of the probe pulse, which may have different appearance
times. The transient curves obtained experimentally are an
average of all the transients detected within the energy win-
dow, weighted by the energy dispersion distribution of the
probe pulse. This weighted average is missing in the calcu-
lated transients of Fig. 11a and might be the origin at least
partially of the discrepancy found.
In order to consider the energy dispersion distribution of
the experimental probe pulse in the calculated transient
curves, the following strategy was adopted. First, adiabatic
potential energy curves in the R coordinate were calculated
for the =0, 1, and 2 vibrational states of CH3 in both the
3Q0 and 1Q1 electronic states of CH3I. This is accomplished
by diagonalizing the 3D Hamiltonians Hˆ 1 and Hˆ 2 for the 3Q0
and 1Q1 states at several fixed R distances by means of the
FGH method.58 The eigenvalues of the energy levels  , j
= 0,0, 1, 0, and 2, 0 obtained after diagonalization of Hˆ 1
and Hˆ 2 at each fixed R distance provide the adiabatic poten-
tial energy curves for =0, 1, and 2 in the 3Q0 and 1Q1
electronic states. Such curves are shown in Fig. 12.
Now the energy dispersion distribution of the experi-
mental probe pulse is modeled as a Gaussian function GE,
with a HWHM of 129 cm−1. This distribution is placed on
each adiabatic potential curve such that its maximum coin-
cides with the asymptote of the curve, and therefore its half-
maximum point coincides with a potential energy of
129 cm−1 relative to the asymptote of each curve, as illus-
trated in Fig. 12. By doing this one can assign the weight of
the energy dispersion distribution GE corresponding to a
given energy E to a specific R distance on each potential
curve, obtaining a weighting distribution in R, FR. Then,
transient curves for the I* and I dissociation channels in the
final states of CH3 =0, 1, and 2 are calculated for 27 dif-
ferent points of Rc in Eq. 16 which cover the relevant range
of the FR distribution. The calculated transient curves are
weighted with the FR distribution, and finally an averaged
transient curve is obtained for each dissociation channel. The
averaged transients corresponding to =0 are shown in Fig.
11b. Similar averaged transients not shown are obtained
for =1 and 2.
FIG. 12. Color online Adiabatic potential energy
curves associated with the 3Q0 and 1Q1 electronic states
of CH3−I vs R for the first three vibrational states 
of CH3. The energy dispersion distributions of the
probe laser pulse are also shown in the figure. The
dashed lines indicate the R distances for which the po-
tential curves reach the value of 129 cm−1 above or
below the corresponding asymptote, which in turn cor-
respond to the half-maximum point of the Gaussian
energy dispersion distributions. See the text for details.
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The appearance times obtained from the averaged tran-
sients are collected in Table II. By comparing the appearance
times of Table II for =0 with those obtained from the tran-
sients of Fig. 11a, before averaging over the energy disper-
sion of the probe pulse, significant changes are found. The
time 1 does not change much, only increasing slightly from
110.6 to 113.8 fs. However, 2 decreases substantially from
96.1 to 72.8 fs. As a result, the relative appearance time for
=0 now becomes 1−2=41.0 fs, in very good agreement
with the experimental result of 406 fs. It therefore appears
that including in the simulation the spectral energy disper-
sion of the experimental probe laser pulse has an important
effect on the results, in particular for the I dissociation
channel.
The appearance times for =1 and 2 both the absolute
and the relative ones just increase slightly in comparison
with those of =0. These small increases are related to the
fact that, as the vibrational state of CH3 is excited there is
somewhat less energy available for the recoiling fragments,
and dissociation becomes somewhat slower. The appearance
times obtained from the simulation suggest no significant
differences between the dissociation mechanisms producing
CH3 fragments in the =0, 1, and 2 vibrational states, at
variance with the observations, which predict a substantial
decrease, and even inversion, of the relative time of the I and
I* channels as vibrational excitation in the CH3 umbrella
mode increases see Table I.
We have fitted the average transients for =0, =1, and
=2 to the same Boltzmann sigmoidal curve as in the ex-
perimental case. The values of tC found for the different tran-
sients are listed in Table II. The tC values obtained theoreti-
cally follow the same trend found experimentally for all
vibrational states of the CH3 fragment; i.e., the I* transients
have a slightly slower rise than the I transients. However, the
differences in the theoretical case are substantially smaller
than in the experiment.
B. Product fragment state distributions
The present simulations of the CH3I photodissociation
dynamics use for the first time the recently reported ab initio
potential47 for the C-I interaction in the ground electronic
state. It is thus interesting to analyze the fragment vibrational
and rotational distributions currently obtained and to com-
pare them to previously calculated distributions in order to
assess the effect of the new potential.
Rovibrational state distributions P,j
i E , t of the CH3
fragment were calculated with Eq. 16 and E corresponding
to excitation with 266 nm radiation for the asymptotic value
Rc=12.99a0 for the I* and I dissociation channels i=1,2.
In these calculations the wave packet was projected out onto
fragment states up to =6 and j=23. Asymptotic rovibra-
tional distributions P,j
i E , tfin were obtained at final time of
the propagation. Asymptotic vibrational distributions are
then obtained as
P
iE,tfin = 
j
P,j
i E,tfin .
Vibrational distributions of the CH3 fragment are pre-
sented in Fig. 13 for the I* and I dissociation channels. The
I* channel distribution is quite cold, with most of the popu-
lation in the ground vibrational state =0. The I channel
distribution is significantly hotter, with a maximum at =1.
As previously discussed,35,44 the shape of the I* channel vi-
brational distribution is determined by the fact that the equi-
librium geometry of the 3Q0 state corresponds to r distances
close to the ground-state equilibrium geometry in the
Franck–Condon region. This causes the =0 state of CH3 to
be the most populated one upon excitation of CH3I to the
3Q0 state. During dissociation in the 3Q0 state, the initial
pyramidal structure of CH3 within CH3I changes smoothly to
a planar structure of the CH3 fragment. This smooth geo-
metrical change prevents significant vibrational excitation
and produces a cold distribution. On the contrary, the equi-
librium geometry in the r coordinate in the 1Q1 state is rather
different from the r equilibrium geometry in the X˜ state.
Therefore, the geometry change undergone by CH3 upon the
CH3I nonadiabatic transition to 1Q1 is larger, involving a
higher vibrational excitation of the CH3 fragment produced
through the I dissociation channel. On the contrary, the equi-
librium geometry in the r coordinate in the 1Q1 state is rather
different from the r equilibrium geometry in the 3Q0 state.
Indeed, in the conical intersection region the CH3 geometry
TABLE II. Calculated appearance times obtained from the averaged tran-
sient curves of Fig. 12 for the I* and I dissociation channels, rise times tC,
and I / I* branching ratios from Fig. 15 producing CH3 fragments in the
=0,1, and 2 vibrational states.
=0 =1 =2
I* channel, 1 fs 113.8 115.6 118.5
I channel, 2 fs 72.8 73.7 74.7
1−2 fs 41.0 41.9 43.8
tCI* fs 21.8 21.9 22.0
tCI fs 21.0 21.0 21.1
I / I* ratio 0.07 0.76 4.83
FIG. 13. Color online Calculated vibrational distributions of the CH3
fragment produced through the I* solid boxes and the I channels dashed
boxes.
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is pyramidal in the 3Q0 state while it is nearly planar in the
1Q1 state.32 Therefore, the geometry change undergone by
CH3 upon the CH3I nonadiabatic transition from 3Q0 to 1Q1
is larger, involving a higher vibrational excitation of the CH3
fragment produced through the I dissociation channel.
The present vibrational distributions can be compared to
those reported in Ref. 35 using the same excited electronic
potential surfaces and nonadiabatic coupling and a similar
dynamical model for the initial ground state JiMiKi
= 000 of CH3I, assuming excitation with 266 nm only
through a parallel transition to the 3Q0 state as in the current
work. Agreement is found to be very good. Indeed, the vi-
brational populations reported for the I* channel in Ref. 35
for =0, 1, and 2 are 0.84, 0.15, and 0.01, while our corre-
sponding populations are 0.87, 0.12, and 0.01, respectively.
Similarly, for the I dissociation channel, the =0, 1, 2, 3, and
4 populations found in Ref. 35 are 0.24, 0.39, 0.26, 0.09, and
0.02, while in our case the corresponding populations are
0.24, 0.41, 0.26, 0.08, and 0.01, respectively. The small dif-
ferences can be attributed to the somewhat different initial
state of the two simulations and the fact that the treatment of
Ref. 35 includes nonzero total angular momentum effects.
Our vibrational distributions agree well with the experimen-
tal ones,34 although they are colder for both dissociation
channels.
The distributions of Fig. 13 are also in good agreement
with those reported by Guo for 266 nm see Fig. 3 of Ref.
44. However, the agreement is somewhat worse than that
found with the distributions of Ref. 35, particularly in the
case of the I* channel distribution, which is produced appre-
ciably colder in the present calculation. This result is not
surprising because, in addition to differences in the initial
state and transition dipole moment function, the six-
dimensional excited electronic potential surfaces of Am-
atatsu et al.43 were used in Ref. 44.
Rotational distributions of CH3 produced through the I*
and I dissociation channels for the first three vibrational
states are shown in Fig. 14. The I* channel rotational distri-
butions are relatively cold, with peaks at j=1 for =0 and
at j=2 for =1,2. The I channel distributions are apprecia-
bly hotter than those of the I* channel, peaking at j=3 for the
three vibrational states and populating a wider range of rota-
tional states. For both dissociation channels the rotational
distributions corresponding to the three vibrational states of
CH3 are quite similar. The distributions of Fig. 14 are again
quite similar to the vibrational state averaged rotational dis-
tributions reported in Ref. 35 for J=0 and for the JiMiKi
= 000 initial state of CH3I. Good agreement is also found
with the distributions reported in Ref. 44 see Fig. 8 of that
work, although the differences here are larger than with the
distributions of Ref. 35, as found in the case of the vibra-
tional distributions.
The yield of I* product fragments upon photodissocia-
tion of CH3I for 266 nm excitation has been computed as the
sum of the asymptotic rovibrational state populations in the
3Q0 state, divided by the total asymptotic population in both
the 3Q0 and 1Q1 states. The result found is that 87.9% of the
CH3I dissociation occurs through the I* channel. This yield
agrees well with the results of 86% and 89% reported in
Refs. 35 and 44, respectively, for 266 nm.
Asymptotic translational energy distributions of the
CH3 fragments produced upon photodissociation with
266 nm are shown in Fig. 15 for =0, 1, and 2. These dis-
tributions were obtained with the same averaging procedure
FIG. 14. Color online Calculated rotational distributions of the CH3
fragment produced through the I* upper panel and the I channels lower
panel for the first three vibrational states =0 solid boxes, =1 dashed
boxes, and =2 dotted boxes.
FIG. 15. Color online Calculated averaged translational energy distribu-
tions of the CH3+I*I fragments produced upon photodissociation with
266 nm radiation for the first three vibrational states =0 solid line, 
=1 long-dashed line, and =2 short-dashed line vs the translational en-
ergy of the CH3 center of mass. The peak associated with the CH3=0
+I*2P1/2 fragments is multiplied by a factor 0.25.
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used to calculate the averaged transient curves of Fig. 11b,
which was already discussed above. The distributions consist
of two peaks associated with the I* and I dissociation chan-
nels and separated by the spin-orbit splitting between the
I*2P1/2 and I
2P3/2 electronic states. As the vibrational
state of CH3 becomes excited, the position of the peaks shifts
towards lower translational energies, as a consequence that
the energy available for the fragments decreases. The peaks
associated with the I channel are broader than those of the I*
channel, consistently with the larger spreading and excitation
of the I channel rotational distributions of Fig. 14. These two
facts are in agreement with the asymptotic measured transla-
tional energy distributions see Fig. 8.
Interestingly, Fig. 15 shows that excitation of the CH3
vibration has a pronounced effect on the relative intensity of
the two peaks of the distribution. For =0 the I* channel is
clearly the dominant one, with the I peak displaying only a
small amount of population. However, this situation is gradu-
ally inverted as  increases. Indeed, for =1 the intensity of
the I channel peak increases substantially, and for =2 the I
channel already becomes the most likely dissociation chan-
nel. This result suggests that, despite the similarities between
the appearance times Table II and the rotational distribu-
tions Fig. 14 found for different  final states, still some
relevant differences take place in the dissociation process as
CH3 is vibrationally excited. Integration of the peaks for the
I and I* channels in the asymptotic translational energy dis-
tributions shown in Fig. 15 yields the I / I* ratios shown in
Table II. Although the I / I* ratios obtained theoretically in-
crease as vibrational excitation grows, in agreement with ex-
periment, the theoretical values clearly overestimate the ex-
perimental ratios, especially for =2.
VI. DISCUSSION
One of the most interesting aspects of the photodissocia-
tion of CH3I in the A band is the existence of a nonadiabatic
crossing between the potential energy curves involved in the
reaction: 3Q0 and 1Q1. Since absorption is mainly to the 3Q0
state, which correlates with CH3 and I*2P1/2 products, the
observation of I2P3/2 fragments can only happen through a
nonadiabatic process between the two potential surfaces.
In this work, we have been able to experimentally deter-
mine reaction times and, particularly, relative times for the
different dissociation channels yielding I2P3/2 and I*
2P1/2
in correlation with vibrationless or vibrationally excited in
1 or 2 CH3 fragments. As it has been shown in the pre-
ceding sections, the channel yielding vibrationless CH3
=0 and I2P3/2 is faster by 406 fs with respect to that in
which I*2P1/2 is produced. This result has been very well
accounted for by the wave packet calculation 41 fs when
the appropriate energy window for the detection of the CH3
fragment, related with the spectral width of the probe laser
pulse, is considered. The fact that the I*2P1/2 channel is
slower than the I2P3/2 channel in the case of detection of
vibrationless CH3=0 can be well understood by consider-
ing what fragment is reaching the largest terminal velocity,
v= 2E /1/2, where E is the available energy for the sys-
tem considering the 266 nm excitation to the 3Q0 potential
surface and the dissociation energy D0=2.42 eV Ref. 33
and  is the reduced mass. Obviously, the available energy is
different for both channels, since the 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces
differ asymptotically in the amount corresponding to the
spin-orbit splitting of the I2P atom, 0.943 eV see Fig. 1.
Thus, the available energy for the I2P3/2 channel will be
larger by 1 eV than that for the I*2P1/2 channel and the
I2P3/2 fragment will reach a larger terminal velocity than
the I*2P1/2 fragment.
Using a simple one-dimensional classical model, the dis-
sociation time is given by66
 = 
Ri
Rf dR
2E − VR/1/2
, 19
where E and VR are the available energy and potential
energy, respectively, and  the reduced mass. Ri and Rf are
the initial and final distances between the dissociating frag-
ments, respectively. In order to estimate the values of Rf in
both 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces we consider the spectral width of
the probe laser pulse which determines the optical coupling
region in the potential energy surface where the free frag-
ments start to be observed experimentally. Considering a
HWHM of 129 cm−1 for the probe laser pulse, the values of
Rf for the I 1Q1 surface and I* 3Q0 surface channels at
which the potential energy reaches 129 cm−1 with respect to
the asymptote are 7.3a0 and 10.1a0, respectively. Using these
Rf values and the one dimensional 1Q1 and 3Q0 potential
energy curves obtained from the Amatatsu et al.32 9D poten-
tial energy surfaces by fixing all coordinates but the C–I
distance at the equilibrium configuration, the dissociation
times for the I* and I channels are 77 and 42 fs, respectively,
the relative time being 35 fs. A similar estimate of the rela-
tive time for the two channels from the wave packet calcu-
lation using the same Rf values as in the classical model
yield a relative time of 36 fs with dissociation times for the
I* and I channels of 100 and 64 fs, respectively.
Absolute times have been determined experimentally for
the CH3=0+I*2P1/2, CH3=0+I
2P3/2, and CH31
=1+I2P3/2 channels of the reaction by measuring in situ
the zero of time using the 1+1 REMPI transient of
N ,N-diethylaniline see Fig. 5. These absolute times are
8020 and 4020 fs for the CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and
CH3=0+I2P3/2 channels and 13526 fs for the
CH31=1+I2P3/2 channel. The theoretical values ob-
tained from the wave packet calculation are 113.8 and
72.8 fs for the CH3=0+I*2P1/2 and CH3=0
+I2P3/2 channels, respectively. As anticipated before, the
observed relative time between these two channels is very
well reproduced by the theoretical calculation.
An important result of the present study is the clear
change in the relative time between the I and I* channels as
CH3 vibrational excitation in the umbrella mode increases.
We have observed that the relative time reduces to 1210 fs
for CH32=1 and is even reversed to −2817 fs for
CH32=2; i.e., the I* channel is faster than the I channel.
This effect is not very intuitive from simple grounds, since
the argument employed above to explain the 406 fs delay
time between the I and I* channels in correlation with
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CH3=0 in terms of available energies and terminal ve-
locities should be held, in principle, for vibrationally excited
CH32=1 ,2. It seems, however, that the presence of the
nonadiabatic crossing between the 3Q0 and 1Q1 surfaces
makes a difference on the timings of the channels where the
CH3 radical is produced with different vibrational energy
contents. Our attempts to reproduce this behavior in the
wave packet calculations have failed. In the calculations, the
absolute and relative times are practically independent of the
vibrational excitation of CH3, as can be seen in Table II. One
possible explanation for the failure of the theoretical model
is the oversimplification imposed by assuming CH3I as a
pseudotriatomic system. One can argue that some of the cou-
plings between vibrational modes of CH3I, which are not
considered in the wave packet simulation, are important
enough as to affect the dynamics of the nonadiabatic cross-
ing towards the different final vibrational states of the CH3
fragment. Only by considering more degrees of freedom in
the theoretical model, would it be possible to understand the
role of the couplings between modes on the time-resolved
dynamics of the dissociation process. The absolute reaction
times obtained theoretically do not change significantly and
actually slightly increase when CH3 appears with more vi-
brational excitation in the umbrella mode see Table II. Un-
fortunately, we have not been able to experimentally deter-
mine the absolute times for the channels in which CH3
appears vibrationally excited in the umbrella mode.
The importance of the couplings between vibrational
modes of the CH3I molecule in the prepared wave packet is
also reflected in the theoretical asymptotic I / I* branching
ratios. As also evidenced in earlier experiments,27,34 this ratio
changes dramatically in going from vibrationless to vibra-
tionally excited CH3 see Table I, indicating that whereas
for CH3=0 most of the dissociation happens adiabatically
through the 3Q0 surface, for CH32=1 ,2 nonadiabaticity to
the 1Q1 state increases in importance and, particularly for
2=2, the yield into the I channel is larger than that into the
I* channel. As shown in Table II, the theoretical I / I* ratio
increases quite significantly when going from =0 to =1
and to =2. However, while for =0 the theoretical and
experimental I / I* ratios agree reasonably well, the increase
of the theoretical ratios with  is much larger than the ex-
perimentally observed see Table I. In particular, for =2
the experimental I / I* ratio is overestimated by a factor of
more than 3. Therefore, the agreement between experimental
and theoretical I / I* ratios deteriorates with increasing exci-
tation in the umbrella mode. The theoretical I / I* branching
ratios are well affected by the early time dynamics of the
wave packet, as it is shown in Fig. 10, where large oscilla-
tions of the vibrational populations in both the I and I* chan-
nels have been observed before the asymptotic values are
reached. These oscillations indicate a very fast transfer of
population between the CH3 vibrational states and are in-
dicative of a strong coupling between the vibrational states
of CH3 in the CH3–I interaction region. A more realistic
model, including more dimensions, would help to understand
the role of the couplings between the vibrational modes on
the time-resolved multichannel dissociation dynamics.
Another topic for discussion is the long delay found
9517 fs for the channel assigned to CH31=1 in corre-
lation with I2P3/2 in comparison with that yielding
CH3=0+I2P3/2. This delay cannot be justified by avail-
able energy and terminal velocity considerations since the
excess internal energy of CH31=1 with respect to
CH3=0 is too small to explain it. Thus, dynamical reasons
related with the couplings between modes and the nonadia-
batic crossing may be behind this effect. The only previous
indirect reference to this phenomenon is the work by
Johnson et al.,25 where in a frequency domain Raman spec-
troscopy experiment, they found evidence suggesting that the
extension of the C–I bond temporally precedes the onset of
the conversion of CH3 from its tetrahedral configuration to
its ultimately planar geometry umbrella motion in a few
femtoseconds. We have observed this type of behavior di-
rectly, but in the CH3 symmetric stretch motion, with a fun-
damental frequency of 3004 cm−1 versus the 607 cm−1 of the
umbrella mode. The observed delay time is though some-
what too large in comparison with what is expected. One
effect that should be considered is that the detection of the Q
branch of the 11
1 transition is detuned to the red with respect
to the Q branch of the 000 transition by 0.4 nm. This detuning
means that the probing of CH31=1 occurs at a redder
wavelength within the pulse than the probing of CH3=0.
A simulation based on a simple classical model using the
potential energy curves of Amatatsu et al. indicates that this
detuning would explain a delay between the two channels of
a few femtoseconds. This delay could increase if we consider
the possibility that the probe pulse has a chirp something
that we cannot prove experimentally. In any case, none of
these effects seem to explain such a long delay between the
production of CH3=0 and CH31=1 in correlation with
I2P3/2. Thus, as anticipated before, the couplings between
modes on the initial wave packet and the nonadiabatic cross-
ing may play a significant role on the time-resolved dynam-
ics of the different vibrational states of the CH3 product.
Only by including more dimensions in the theoretical treat-
ment, the role of the couplings and the nonadiabaticity of the
dissociation process could be proven in a reliable manner.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The combination of femtosecond pump-probe and veloc-
ity map ion imaging techniques with resonant multiphoton
ionization have allowed the study of the real time photodis-
sociation dynamics of CH3I from the A band. After elec-
tronic excitation with a 266 nm femtosecond laser pulse, the
multichannel C–I bond breakage has been followed in time
by a delayed femtosecond probe laser, whose wavelength is
chosen to ionize different vibrational states of the CH3 prod-
uct by 2+1 REMPI. For every vibrational state of CH3 the
two spin-orbit channels producing ground and excited state
iodine atoms, I2P3/2 and I*
2P1/2, have been resolved in
time. We have accurately determined the relative times be-
tween the different channels yielding specific vibrational
states of the CH3 fragment. In addition, the absolute reaction
times for the channels yielding vibrationless CH3=0 have
been determined by measuring the zero of time in situ using
N ,N-diethylaniline as reference molecule.
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The most relevant experimental results include a a de-
crease in the relative time between the channels producing
ground and spin-orbit excited iodine atoms as the vibrational
quantum number of the umbrella mode of the CH3 radical
increases and b a substantial delay time between the chan-
nels yielding ground-state iodine atoms in correlation with
vibrationless CH3=0 and symmetric stretch excited
CH31=1, the latter being slower.
The experimental results have been contrasted to wave
packet calculations using a reduced dimensionality pseudot-
riatomic model carried out on the available ab initio poten-
tial energy surfaces for the CH3I system. Whereas the abso-
lute and relative times of the dissociation channels yielding
vibrationless CH3=0 fragments are well reproduced by
theory, the reduction in relative time between the two iodine
channels as vibrational excitation of CH32 increases is not
accounted for by the present theoretical model. It seems that
some of the couplings between vibrational modes of CH3I
which are not considered in the theoretical wave packet are
important enough as to affect the dynamics of the nonadia-
batic crossing towards the different final vibrational states of
the CH3 fragment. Only by including more degrees of free-
dom in the theoretical model, would it be possible to under-
stand the role of the couplings between modes on the tim-
eresolved dynamics of the dissociation process. Since the full
dimension potential energy surfaces are available for CH3I,
the challenge is to extend the wave packet calculations to as
many dimensions as possible. Work in that direction is in
progress in our group.
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